
         HELPFUL HINTS TO USE AGAINST IMPOSTER DEMONS

Imposter demons is a general name used referring to any demons that 
impersonate the real person. Many times, these are the soul(s) of demons or 
part of the soul of demonized people or familiar spirits. When referring to 
Imposter demons, the terms Demonic, False, Evil, Split, Double, Multiple, 
Altered, or Counterfeit (etc.) Soul or part(s) of the soul Spirits and Familiar 
Spirits are used in these prayers and explanations. The label Demonic, False, 
(etc.) can be applied to the name of any part of the soul's functions to address
a demon impersonating the REAL soul or any part of it. The soul is made up of 
the mind, will, emotions, thought, intellect, memory, appetite, heart, 
personality, (etc.). Imposter demons seem to mainly work in the soul of a 
person when the REAL soul, or any part(s) removed, bound within the person, 
or "dead" and buried within the person, (etc.). The Real soul can also be 
affected by these evil devices put on it, thus these demons are referred to as 
Dead, Bound, Arrested, Altered, Immature, (etc.) Soul or parts of the soul 
spirits.

In Pastor Win Worley's booklet #26 The Fragmented Soul, how the soul 
can be affected by evil curses and evil devices (etc.) is explained well. This 
continues on by naming demons according to their actions against the REAL 
soul.

One of the first things a believer with Imposter demons could do is to 
ask our Heavenly Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, to separate 
the demonic souls or parts of the soul from the believer's REAL or TRUE soul 
and parts of the soul as God purposed the believer to be, and to show the 
believer the difference between the demons and the believer's REAL self. By 
realizing this, then the demons can be bound in the Name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ and dealt with in TRUE Deliverance prayer session.

These tactics appear to hinder or stop the attacks from the imposter 
demons upon believers:

to bind any triggers (etc.) and forbid them from allowing the demons to 
work freely instead of the REAL person;

to forbid the demons from communicating in any way in all levels of  
consciousness in the mind of the TRUE believer;

to forbid the demons from talking through the person's mouth
 to forbid the demons from taking over full or partial control of the 
person's body and REAL soul or hindering the spirit working;

to forbid demons from surfacing full or part in the person; 
to forbid demons from switching full or part in the person;
to forbid the demons from manifesting or communicating in any way in 

the REAL person unless they are leaving during a TRUE deliverance session. 



As the Lord reveals the work of the demons within the believer, then the
REAL person, as guided by the Holy Spirit, can apply spiritual warfare tactics 
to attack the demons back. It is beneficial to learn how to bind the demons 
and stop their work until, in God's timing, the demons are cast out of the 
believer in the Name and power of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Any false or ungodly "deliverance", fusions, co-existences, pacts, or 
covenants made with the imposter demons should be confessed as sin, 
renounced, and broken in Jesus' Name. All evil soulties with these demons 
should be broken also. The REAL person MUST want to be free to live as God 
purposed him/her to be from the beginning, if the believer is to be set free in 
Jesus' Name.

The demons can alter peoples' brain-waves and level of consciousness. 
So, it is helpful to ask God, in Jesus' Name, to restore the believer's brain-
waves and  level of consciousness to what God wants them to be like. 

To summarize, there are only a few basic steps to freedom from 
Imposter demons for a TRUE Believer who has problems in this area:
First - to ask God to show the believer the difference between the demons 
and the person's REAL Soul as God purposed the person to be like from the 
beginning.
Second - in Jesus' Name, to bind and separate Imposter demons from the 
person's REAL SOUL or PART(S) of SOUL where the demons have been  
working and forbid the demons from using the believer as their own house.
Third - in Jesus' Name, to remove any curse or evil device (etc.) that kills, 
hinders, arrests, or affects the person's REAL SOUL in any way.
Fourth - in Jesus' Name, to ask God: to resurrect the real SOUL or PART(S) of 
SOUL of the believer that has been dead or buried; to break free, loose, and 
mature any REAL SOUL or PART(S) of SOUL of the believer that has been 
bound or arrested (etc,); and to return any part of the believer's REAL SOUL 
that has been taken or stolen from him/her by any means.
Fifth - in God's perfect timing, to have the demons cast out in the Name of the
Lord Jesus Christ during a true deliverance session while asking God to 
restore the believer's REAL SOUL to wholesomeness as God purposed the 
believer to be from the beginning.
Sixth - to continue to attack the demons until they are all gone in Jesus' 
Name.
Seventh - to praise and thank God for the new found freedom He has given the
believer.
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